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The Funhouse - Dean Koontz 2013-03-05
Evil comes in frightening and familiar forms in this terrifying novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Dean Koontz. Once there was a girl who ran away and joined a traveling carnival. She married a
man she grew to hate—and gave birth to a child she could never love. A child so monstrous that she killed it
with her own hands... Twenty-five years later, Ellen Harper has a new life, a new husband, and two normal
children—Joey loves monster movies and Amy is about to graduate from high school. But their mother
drowns her secret guilt in alcohol and prayer. The time has come for Amy and Joey to pay for her sins,
because the carnival is coming back to town...
Dead and Alive - Dean Koontz 2012-01-05
The Frankenstein story is updated to the 21st century by the great American storyteller Dean Koontz. Now
someone new is playing god. Frankenstein lives! And so too does his monstrous creation ... but this creature
of legend is a monster no more and his scarred face bears witness to his maker's wrath. His name is
Deucalion. As a devastating hurricane approaches New Orleans, Victor Helios, once know as Frankenstein,
has unleased his benighted creatures onto the streets. As New Orleans descends into chaos, his engineered
killers spin out of control, and the only hope rests with Victor's first and failed attempt to build the perfect
human, whose damned path has led him to the ultimate confrontation with his pitiless creator. But first,
Deucalion must destroy a monstrosity not even Victor's malignant mind could have imagined - an
indestructible entity that steps out of humankind's collective nightmare with one purpose: to replace us.
This is a powerful reworking of one of the classic stories of all time.
Dean Koontz' Frankenstein - Dean R. Koontz 2009
Deucalion's centuries-old history began as the original manifestation of a soulless vision--and it is fated to
end in the ultimate confrontation between a damned creature and his mad creator, Victor Helios. But first
they must face a monstrosity not even Victor's malignant mind could have conceived--an indestructible
entity that steps out of humankind's collective nightmare with powers, and a purpose, beyond imagining
that threatens to destroy New Orleans and the future of humanity.
Prodigal Son - Chuck Dixon 2009
In a reworking of Mary Shelley's classic horror novel, Detective Carson O'Connor and her partner, Michael
Maddison, are confronted by a serial killer in search of victims who possess the humanity missing in
himself.
The Children God Forgot - Graham Masterton 2021-02-04
Forsake the living. Forget the dead. Fear the children... The brand new chilling page-turner from the
master of horror A TERRIFYING BIRTH A young woman is rushed to the hospital with stabbing pains in her
stomach. The chief surgeon delivers a living child with the face of an angel and the body of a tentacled
monster. The doctors are unanimous that the baby must die. AN ESCAPE FROM THE DARK Engineer
Gemma is plunged into darkness in a tunnel beneath London. Before she escapes, a strange green light
illuminates a cluster of ghostly figures. Gemma is certain they were children. A SUPERNATURAL THREAT
DC Jerry Pardoe and DS Jamila Patel, of Tooting Police, have investigated the occult before – but nothing as
strange and horrible as what they must confront in the city sewers. Down here in the dark, where the dead
come back to life, witchcraft is the only force strong enough to save you...
Life Expectancy - Dean Koontz 2007-06-15
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With his bestselling blend of nail-biting intensity, daring artistry, and storytelling magic, Dean Koontz
returns with an emotional roller coaster of a tale filled with enough twists, turns, shocks, and surprises for
ten ordinary novels. Here is the story of five days in the life of an ordinary man born to an extraordinary
legacy—a story that will challenge the way you look at good and evil, life and death, and everything in
between. Jimmy Tock comes into the world on the very night his grandfather leaves it. As a violent storm
rages outside the hospital, Rudy Tock spends long hours walking the corridors between the expectant
fathers' waiting room and his dying father's bedside. It's a strange vigil made all the stranger when, at the
very height of the storm's fury, Josef Tock suddenly sits up in bed and speaks coherently for the frist and
last time since his stroke. What he says before he dies is that there will be five dark days in the life of his
grandson—five dates whose terrible events Jimmy will have to prepare himself to face. The first is to occur
in his twentieth year; the second in his twent-third year; the third in his twenty-eighth; the fourth in his
twenty-ninth; the fifth in his thirtieth. Rudy is all too ready to discount his father's last words as a dying
man's delusional rambling. But then he discovers that Josef also predicted the time of his grandson's birth
to the minute, as well as his exact height and weight, and the fact that Jimmy would be born with
syndactyly—the unexplained anomal of fused digits—on his left foot. Suddenly the old man's predictions
take on a chilling significance. What terrifying events await Jimmy on these five dark days? What
nightmares will he face? What challenges must he survive? As the novel unfolds, picking up Jimmy's story at
each of these crisis points, the path he must follow will defy every expectation. And with each crisis he
faces, he will move closer to a fate he could never have imagined. For who Jimmy Tock is and what he must
accomplish on the five days when his world turns is a mystery as dangerous as it is wondrous—a struggle
against an evil so dark and pervasive, only the most extraordinary of human spirits can shine through. This
ebook edition contains an excerpt of Dean Koontz’s The Silent Corner.
Frankenstein: Dead and Alive - Dean Koontz 2009-07-28
From the celebrated imagination of Dean Koontz comes a powerful reworking of one of the classic stories of
all time. If you think you know the legend, you know only half the truth. Now the mesmerizing saga
concludes. . . . As a devastating hurricane approaches, as the benighted creations of Victor Helios begin to
spin out of control, as New Orleans descends into chaos and the future of humanity hangs in the balance,
the only hope rests with Victor’s first, failed attempt to build the perfect human. Deucalion’s centuries-old
history began as the original manifestation of a soulless vision–and it is fated to end in the ultimate
confrontation between a damned creature and his mad creator. But first they must face a monstrosity not
even Victor’s malignant mind could have conceived–an indestructible entity that steps out of humankind’s
collective nightmare with powers, and a purpose, beyond imagining. BONUS: This edition contains an
excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City.
The Frankenstein Series 5-Book Bundle - Dean Koontz 2012-09-04
From the celebrated master of suspense comes a powerful reworking of one of the classic stories of all
time. If you think you know the legend, you know only half the truth. This definitive eBook bundle contains
all five novels in the mesmerizing saga of mystery, myth, terror, and magic that is Dean Koontz’s
Frankenstein. “Koontz writes first-rate suspense, scary and stylish.”—Los Angeles Times Every city has its
secrets. But none as terrible as this. He is Deucalion, a tattooed man of mysterious origin, a sleight-ofreality artist who has traveled the centuries with a secret worse than death. He arrives in New Orleans as a
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serial killer stalks the streets, a killer who carefully selects his victims for the humanity that is missing in
himself. Deucalion’s path will lead him to cool, tough police detective Carson O’Connor and her devoted
partner, Michael Maddison, who are tracking the slayer but will soon discover signs of something far more
terrifying: an entire race of killers who are much more—and less—than human and, deadliest of all, their
deranged, near-immortal maker, Victor Helios—once known as Frankenstein. This thrilling eBook bundle
includes: BOOK ONE: PRODIGAL SON BOOK TWO: CITY OF NIGHT BOOK THREE: DEAD AND ALIVE
BOOK FOUR: LOST SOULS BOOK FIVE: THE DEAD TOWN “A rarity among bestselling writers, Koontz
continues to pursue new ways of telling stories, never content with repeating himself. He writes of hope
and love in the midst of evil in profoundly inspiring and moving ways.”—Chicago Sun-Times “One of the
master storytellers of this or any age.”—The Tampa Tribune
Back from the Dead - Stuart Land 2011-11-14
What if...this morning, when you opened your newspaper, went online, turned on the TV, the headline
startled your memories back to childhood fears: MARY SHELLEY'S FRANKENSTEIN CREATURE FOUND...
ALIVE! What if Mary Shelley's, FRANKENSTEIN, was really a true story? BACK FROM THE DEAD: the true
sequel to Frankenstein is an assemblage of psychological drama, horror, romance, and science-fiction. The
story follows the account by Sergio Carerra, the scientist who revives the thought-to-be mythical creature
from a two-hundred year arctic freeze and, with help from his psychologist wife, Sophia, brings him into the
family of man. The fantastical story the creature tells is at odds with his gothic sojourns to the 1790's
through dreams and reveries; they reveal a unique perspective on Shelley' original story, why he survived,
and what happened to his mate. Present-day society takes to this formidable beast, so different than his
movie counterpart, in a wholly modern way. And his feelings and reactions to his unwanted resurrection
give him hope where none existed before. But now that he's back, there are others interested in him for
reasons not so apparent, and they will do anything to get what they want. Finally, after 200 years, we are
about to learn the truth.
The City (with bonus short story The Neighbor) - Dean Koontz 2015-02-24
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Includes Dean Koontz’s short story “The Neighbor”—first time in print!
Dean Koontz is at the peak of his acclaimed powers with this major new novel. A young boy, a musical
prodigy, discovering life’s wonders—and mortal dangers. His best friend, also a gifted musician, who will
share his journey into destiny. His remarkable family, tested by the extremes of evil and bound by the
depths of love . . . on a collision course with a band of killers about to unleash anarchy. And two unlikely
allies, an everyday hero tempered by the past and a woman of mystery who holds the key to the future.
These are the people of The City, a place where enchantment and malice entwine, courage and honor are
found in the most unexpected quarters, and the way forward lies buried deep inside the heart. Brilliantly
illumined by magic dark and light, their unforgettable story is a riveting, soul-stirring saga that speaks to
everyone, a major milestone in the celebrated career of #1 New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz
and a dazzling realization of the evergreen dreams we all share. Praise for The City “Beautifully crafted and
poignant . . . The City is many things: serious, lighthearted, nostalgic, courageous, scary, and mysterious. . .
. [It] will have readers staying up late at night.”—New York Journal of Books “[Koontz] can flat-out write. . .
. The message of hope and depiction of how the choices you make can change your life ring true and will
remain with you once the book has been closed.”—Bookreporter Acclaim for Dean Koontz “Perhaps more
than any other author, Koontz writes fiction perfectly suited to the mood of America: novels that
acknowledge the reality and tenacity of evil but also the power of good . . . that entertain vastly as they
uplift.”—Publishers Weekly “A rarity among bestselling writers, Koontz continues to pursue new ways of
telling stories, never content with repeating himself.”—Chicago Sun-Times “Tumbling, hallucinogenic
prose. ‘Serious’ writers . . . might do well to examine his technique.”—The New York Times Book Review
“[Koontz] has always had near-Dickensian powers of description, and an ability to yank us from one page to
the next that few novelists can match.”—Los Angeles Times “Koontz is a superb plotter and wordsmith. He
chronicles the hopes and fears of our time in broad strokes and fine detail, using popular fiction to explore
the human condition.”—USA Today “Characters and the search for meaning, exquisitely crafted, are the
soul of [Koontz’s] work. . . . One of the master storytellers of this or any age.”—The Tampa Tribune “A
literary juggler.”—The Times (London)
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Dead and Alive - Dean R. Koontz 2009
Frankenstein's creation, now calling itself Deucalion, faces the final confrontation with its creator, but first
they must face an indestructible nightmare entity, as all of the mad scientist's creations return to destroy
him.
Frankenstein: Prodigal Son - Dean Koontz 2009-07-28
From the celebrated imagination of Dean Koontz comes a powerful reworking of one of the classic stories of
all time. If you think you know the legend, you know only half the truth. Here is the mystery, the myth, the
terror, and the magic of . . . Every city has its secrets. But none as terrible as this. He is Deucalion, a
tattooed man of mysterious origin, a sleight-of-reality artist who has traveled the centuries with a secret
worse than death. He arrives in New Orleans as a serial killer stalks the streets, a killer who carefully
selects his victims for the humanity that is missing in himself. Deucalion’s path will lead him to cool, tough
police detective Carson O’Connor and her devoted partner, Michael Maddison, who are tracking the slayer
but will soon discover signs of something far more terrifying: an entire race of killers who are much
more–and less–than human and, deadliest of all, their deranged, near-immortal maker: Victor Helios–once
known as Frankenstein.
Lightning - Dean Koontz 2003-09-02
#1 New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz’s brilliantly thrilling novel of suspense. In the midst of
a raging blizzard, lightning struck on the night Laura Shane was born. And a mysterious blond-haired
stranger showed up just in time to save her from dying. Years later, in the wake of another storm, Laura
will be saved again. For someone is watching over her. Is he the guardian angel he seems? The devil in
disguise? Or the master of a haunting destiny beyond all time and space? “A gripping novel…fast-paced and
satisfying.”—People
Brother Odd - Dean Koontz 2007-06-29
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Loop me in, odd one. The words, spoken in the deep of night by a
sleeping child, chill the young man watching over her. For this was a favorite phrase of Stormy Llewellyn,
his lost love. In the haunted halls of the isolated monastery where he had sought peace, Odd Thomas is
stalking spirits of an infinitely darker nature. As he steadfastly journeys toward his mysterious destiny, Odd
Thomas has established himself as one of the most beloved and unique fictional heroes of our time. Now,
wielding all the power and magic of a master storyteller at the pinnacle of his craft, Dean Koontz follows
Odd into a singular new world where he hopes to make a fresh beginning—but where he will meet an
adversary as old and inexorable as time itself.
Odd Thomas - Dean Koontz 2007-06-29
Meet Odd Thomas, the unassuming young hero of Dean Koontz’s dazzling New York Times bestseller, a
gallant sentinel at the crossroads of life and death who offers up his heart in these pages and will forever
capture yours. “The dead don’t talk. I don’t know why.” But they do try to communicate, with a short-order
cook in a small desert town serving as their reluctant confidant. Sometimes the silent souls who seek out
Odd want justice. Occasionally their otherworldly tips help him prevent a crime. But this time it’s different.
A stranger comes to Pico Mundo, accompanied by a horde of hyena-like shades who herald an imminent
catastrophe. Aided by his soul mate, Stormy Llewellyn, and an unlikely community of allies that includes
the King of Rock ’n’ Roll, Odd will race against time to thwart the gathering evil. His account of these
shattering hours, in which past and present, fate and destiny, converge, is a testament by which to live—an
unforgettable fable for our time destined to rank among Dean Koontz’s most enduring works.
Dead and Alive (Dean Koontz’s Frankenstein, Book 3) - Dean Koontz 2010-01-21
The Frankenstein story is updated to the 21st century by the great American storyteller Dean Koontz. Now
someone new is playing god.
Dean Koontz's Frankenstein - Dean Ray Koontz 2009
Frankenstein's creation, now calling itself Deucalion, faces the final confrontation with its creator, but first
they must face an indestructible nightmare entity, as all of the mad scientist's creations return to destroy
him.
The Face - Dean Koontz 2007-06-29
Acknowledged as “America’s most popular suspense novelist”(Rolling Stone ) and as one of today’s most
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celebrated and successful writers, Dean Koontz has earned the devotion of millions of readers around the
world and the praise of critics everywhere for tales of character, mystery, and adventure that strike to the
core of what it means to be human. Now he delivers the page-turner of the season, an unforgettable journey
to the heart of darkness and to the pinnacle of grace, at once chilling and wickedly funny, a brilliantly
observed chronicle of good and evil in our time, of illusion and everlasting truth. He’s Hollywood’s most
dazzling star, whose flawless countenance inspires the worship of millions and fires the hatred of one
twisted soul. His perfectly ordered existence is under siege as a series of terrifying, enigmatic “messages”
breaches the exquisitely calibrated security systems of his legendary Bel Air estate. The boxes arrive
mysteriously, one by one, at Channing Manheim’s fortified compound. The threat implicit in their bizarre,
disturbing contents seems to escalate with each new delivery. Manheim’s security chief, ex-cop Ethan
Truman, is used to looking beneath the surface of things. But until he entered the orbit of a Hollywood icon,
he had no idea just how slippery reality could be. Now this good man is all that stands in the way of an
insidious killer—and forces that eclipse the most fevered fantasies of a city where dreams and nightmares
are the stuff of daily life. As a seemingly endless and ominous rain falls over southern California, Ethan will
test the limits of perception and endurance in a world where the truth is as thin as celluloid and answers
can be found only in the illusory intersection of shadow and light. Enter a world of marvelous invention,
enchantment, and implacable intent, populated by murderous actors and the walking dead, hit men and
heroes, long-buried dreams and never-dying hope. Here a magnificent mansion is presided over by a
Scottish force of nature known as Mrs. McBee, before whom all men tremble. A mad French chef concocts
feasts for the mighty and the malicious. Ming du Lac, spiritual adviser to the stars, has a direct line to the
dead. An aptly named cop called Hazard will become Ethan’s ally, an anarchist will sow discord and
despair, and a young boy named Fric, imprisoned by celebrity and loneliness, will hear a voice telling him of
the approach of something unimaginably evil. Traversing this extraordinary landscape, Ethan will face the
secrets of his own tragic past and the unmistakable premonition of his impending violent death as he races
against time to solve the macabre riddles of a modern-day beast. A riveting tour de force of suspense,
mystery, and miraculous revelation, The Face is that rare novel that entertains, provokes, and uplifts at the
same time. It will make you laugh. It will give you chills. It will fill you with hope. BONUS: This edition
contains an excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City.
Prodigal Son - Dean Ray Koontz 2005
Frankenstein's monster has survived the centuries to become a creature living in the shadows of modern
civilization. Now the legendary monster is called Deucalion. The action takes place in modern-day New
Orleans, where the next generation of Dr. Frankenstein's monsters are wreaking havoc.
In Odd We Trust (Graphic Novel) - Dean Koontz 2012-07-04
“Meet a young man named Odd . . . who helps the dead get even." From the infinite imagination of #1 New
York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz comes the suspenseful graphic-novel debut of a natural-born
hero with a supernatural twist. Odd Thomas is a regular nineteen-year-old with an unusual gift: the ability
to see the lingering spirits of the dead. To Odd, it’s not such a big deal. And most folks in sleepy Pico
Mundo, California, are much more interested in the irresistible pancakes Odd whips up at the local diner.
Still, communing with the dead can be useful. Because while some spirits only want a little company . . .
others want justice. When the sad specter of a very frightened boy finds its way to him, Odd vows to root
out the evil suddenly infecting the sunny streets of Pico Mundo. But even with his exceptional ability–plus
the local police and his pistol-packing girlfriend, Stormy, backing him–is Odd any match for a faceless
stalker who’s always a step ahead . . . and determined to kill again?
The Night Window - Dean Koontz 2019-05-14
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jane Hawk’s one-woman war comes to an explosive climax as the rogue
FBI agent gambles everything against a terrifying conspiracy, for vengeance, for justice, and for humanity’s
freedom—from the author of The Silent Corner. “Jane Hawk is arguably the best character Koontz has
created. . . . Simply put, wow.”—Associated Press A visionary young filmmaker hunted for sport across a
vast Colorado ranch by the celebrated billionaire at the heart of a monstrous cabal . . . A brilliant computer
hacker slipping through top-secret databases a whisper ahead of security trackers, gathering the facts to
fight the all-powerful perpetrators of mass murder . . . A pair of brutal operators, methodically shadowing
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their targets with every cutting-edge tool in the arsenal of today’s surveillance state . . . A sequence of quiet
heroes—everyday citizens—stepping up, stepping forward, intent on countering the advancing darkness . . .
A Vegas mob boss teamed with a homicidal sociopath, circling a beloved boy and his protectors, aiming to
secure him as leverage against his fugitive mother . . . And that fugitive mother herself, ex-agent Jane
Hawk, closing in on the malevolent architects of ruin she has stalked as they stalk her, prepared to sacrifice
herself to finally bring them down. These are the people and circumstances of The Night Window, the
thrilling new novel in Dean Koontz’s acclaimed Jane Hawk series. Replete—and then some—with the
ingenious twists, the spellbinding action, the resonant themes, the sheer heart that have characterized
Jane’s journey from the start, The Night Window follows its extraordinary heroine to her long-sought
objective, in a stunning, unforgettable finale. Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk thrillers:
THE SILENT CORNER • THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN
DOOR • THE NIGHT WINDOW “The spectacular finale to Jane’s story . . . will hit series fans with all the
impact of a carefully calibrated hammer blow.”—Booklist (starred review) “The best installment in the
series since the first . . . [Koontz] revs it up with entertaining encounters and offbeat humor.”—Kirkus
Reviews
What the Night Knows (with bonus novella Darkness Under the Sun) - Dean Koontz 2010-12-28
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER In the late summer of a long-ago year, Alton Turner Blackwood
brutally murdered four families. His savage spree ended only when he himself was killed by the last
survivor of the last family, a fourteen-year-old boy. Half a continent away and two decades later, someone is
murdering families again, re-creating in detail Blackwood’s crimes. Homicide detective John Calvino is
certain that his own family—his wife and three children—will be targets, just as his parents and sisters
were victims on that distant night when he was fourteen and killed their slayer. As a detective, John is a
man of reason who deals in cold facts. But an extraordinary experience convinces him that sometimes death
is not a one-way journey, that sometimes the dead return. Includes the bonus novella Darkness Under the
Sun and an excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City!
Frankenstein: The Dead Town - Dean Koontz 2011-05-24
Dean Koontz’s enthralling Frankenstein series has redefined the classic legend of infernal ambition and
harrowing retribution for a new century and a new age. Now the master of suspense delivers an
unforgettable novel that is at once a thrilling adventure in itself and a mesmerizing conclusion to his saga
of the modern monsters among us. FRANKENSTEIN: THE DEAD TOWN The war against humanity is
raging. As the small town of Rainbow Falls, Montana, comes under siege, scattered survivors come together
to weather the onslaught of the creatures set loose upon the world. As they ready for battle against
overwhelming odds, they will learn the full scope of Victor Frankenstein’s nihilistic plan to remake the
future—and the terrifying reach of his shadowy, powerful supporters. Now the good will make their last,
best stand. In a climax that will shatter every expectation, their destinies and the fate of humanity hang in
the balance.
The Forbidden Door - Dean Koontz 2018-09-11
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • When this relentless rogue FBI agent comes knocking, her adversaries
will have to answer—with their lives—in this thrilling Jane Hawk novel by the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Silent Corner. “Koontz continues the incredible saga of the robust character of
Jane Hawk, and it’s as terrific as the others in the series.”—Associated Press “We’re rewriting the play, and
the play is this country, the world, the future. We break Jane’s heart, we’ll also break her will.” She was one
of the FBI’s top agents until she became the nation’s most-wanted fugitive. Now Jane Hawk may be all that
stands between a free nation and its enslavement by a powerful secret society’s terrifying mind-control
technology. She couldn’t save her husband, or the others whose lives have been destroyed, but equipped
with superior tactical and survival skills—and the fury born of a broken heart and a hunger for justice—Jane
has struck major blows against the insidious cabal. But Jane’s enemies are about to hit back hard. If their
best operatives can’t outrun her, they mean to bring her running to them, using her five-year-old son as
bait. Jane knows there’s no underestimating their capabilities, but she must battle her way back across the
country to the remote shelter where her boy is safely hidden . . . for now. As she moves resolutely forward,
new threats begin to emerge: a growing number of brain-altered victims driven hopelessly, violently insane.
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With the madness spreading like a virus, the war between Jane and her enemies will become a fight for all
their lives—against the lethal terror unleashed from behind the forbidden door. Don’t miss any of Dean
Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER • THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE
CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT WINDOW Praise for The Forbidden Door
“Compelling and enthralling.”—New York Journal of Books “Mind-blowing. . . [a] gripping series . . . a thrill
ride. [Dean Koontz is] able to distract you for hours.”—Bookreporter “Koontz is on another roll with a new
series that boasts a juicy premise and a compelling star. . . . Pure gold.”—Booklist
Shattered - Dean Koontz 1986-11-15
Getting there is supposed to be half the fun, but #1 New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz shows
readers just how bad a cross-country trip can get... The van was in back of them again. Closer this time.
There could be no mistake—they were being followed. But why? The question kept nagging at Alex and
Colin as they left Philadelphia behind and sped toward their new home in San Francisco. Courtney would
be waiting for them, ready to begin a wonderful new life with her husband, her brother... Now, someone
else is driving cross-country to see Courtney, too. Someone whose brain is rotting inside. Someone who
knows their route, their stops, even their destination. And he won't rest until he finds them.
The Good Guy - Dean Koontz 2007-05-29
Timothy Carrier is an ordinary guy who enjoys a beer after work. But tonight is no ordinary night. Instead,
Tim will face a terrifying decision: Help or run. For the jittery stranger sitting beside him at the bar has
mistaken Tim for someone else—and passes him a manila envelope stuffed with cash and the photo of a
pretty woman. “Ten thousand. The rest when she’s gone.” Now everything Tim thinks he knows—even
about himself—will be challenged. For Tim Carrier is the one man who can save an innocent life and stop a
killer as relentless as evil incarnate. But first he must discover resources within himself that will transform
his idea of who he is and what it takes to be the good guy. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from
Dean Koontz's The City.
Winter Moon - Dean Koontz 2007-06-15
"Koontz is brilliant in the creation of his characters and in building tension." CHICAGO SUN-TIMES In Los
Angeles, a hot Hollywood director, high on PCP, turns a city street into a fiery apocalypse. Heroic LAPD
officer Jac McGarvey is badly wounded and will not walk for months. His wife and his child are left to fend
for themselves against both criminals that control an increasingly violent city and the dead director's cult of
fanatic fans. In a lonely corner of Montana, Eduardo Fernandez, the father of McGarvey's murdered
partner, witnesses a strange nocturnal sight. The stand of pines outside his house suddenly glows with
eerie amber light, and Fernandez senses a watcher in the winter woods. As the seasons change, the very
creatures of the forest seem in league with a mysterious presence. Fernandez is caught up in a series of
chilling incidents that escalate toward a confronation that could rob him of his sanity or his life--or both. As
events careen out of control, the McGarvey family is drawn to Fernandez's Montana ranch. In that isolated
place they discover their destiny in a terrifying and fiercely suspenseful encounter with a hostile, utterly
ruthless, and enigmatic enemy, from which neither the living nor the dead are safe. BONUS: This edition
contains an excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City.
Dean Koontz's Frankenstein: Storm Surge - Dean Koontz 2016-11-30
From the celebrated imagination of Dean Koontz comes a powerful reworking of one of the classic stories of
all time! Dynamite Entertainment proudly presents an all-new, in-continuity story set within the universe of
Dean Koontz's Frankenstein novel series. While healing from a beating she suffered at the hands of Victor
Helios (the madman once known as Dr. Frankenstein and her own maker), Erika Five decides to leave the
comfort of her glassed-in porch and bottle of cognac to explore Victor's secret home lab, which she believes
is an antechamber to something more sinister. With the help of a decapitated head named Karloff, Erika
finds a secret lab and within discovers that Victor's experiments are not limited to his attempts at creating
a race of super-immortals. No, he has constructed a mirror-like portal to another universe... one of infinite
realities that Victor is trying to bridge for his own horrible reasons!
The Dead Town - Dean Koontz 2012-01-19
The cataclysmic conclusion to Koontz's brilliant reworking of the classic tale.
The Ministry of Truth - Dorian Lynskey 2019-06-04
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"Rich and compelling. . .Lynskey’s account of the reach of 1984 is revelatory.” --George Packer, The
Atlantic An authoritative, wide-ranging, and incredibly timely history of 1984--its literary sources, its
composition by Orwell, its deep and lasting effect on the Cold War, and its vast influence throughout world
culture at every level, from high to pop. 1984 isn't just a novel; it's a key to understanding the modern
world. George Orwell's final work is a treasure chest of ideas and memes--Big Brother, the Thought Police,
Doublethink, Newspeak, 2+2=5--that gain potency with every year. Particularly in 2016, when the election
of Donald Trump made it a bestseller ("Ministry of Alternative Facts," anyone?). Its influence has morphed
endlessly into novels (The Handmaid's Tale), films (Brazil), television shows (V for Vendetta), rock albums
(Diamond Dogs), commercials (Apple), even reality TV (Big Brother). The Ministry of Truth is the first book
that fully examines the epochal and cultural event that is 1984 in all its aspects: its roots in the utopian and
dystopian literature that preceded it; the personal experiences in wartime Great Britain that Orwell drew
on as he struggled to finish his masterpiece in his dying days; and the political and cultural phenomena that
the novel ignited at once upon publication and that far from subsiding, have only grown over the decades. It
explains how fiction history informs fiction and how fiction explains history.
Sole Survivor - Dean Koontz 2007-06-29
A catastrophic, unexplainable plane crash leaves three hundred and thirty dead -- no survivors. Among the
victims are the wife and two daughters of Joe Carpenter, a Los Angeles Post crime reporter. A year after
the crash, still gripped by an almost paralyzing grief, Joe encounters a woman named Rose, who claims to
have survived the crash. She holds out the possibility of a secret that will bring Joe peace of mind. But
before he can ask any questions, she slips away. Driven now by rage (have the authorities withheld
information?) and a hope almost as unbearable as his grief (if there is one survivor, are there others?), Joe
sets out to find the mysterious woman. His search immediately leads him into the path of a powerful and
shadowy organization hell-bent on stopping Rose before she can reveal what she knows about the crash.
Sole Survivor unfolds at a heart-stopping pace, as a desperate chase and a shattering emotional odyssey
lead Joe to a truth that will force him to reassess everything he thought he knew about life and death -- a
truth that, given the chance, will rock the world and redefine the destiny of humanity. BONUS: This edition
contains an excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City.
Breathless - Dean Koontz 2009-11-24
#1 New York Times bestselling author Dean Koontz delivers a thrilling novel of suspense and adventure, as
the lives of strangers converge around a mystery unfolding high in the Colorado mountains—and the
balance of the world begins to tilt…. In the stillness of a golden September afternoon, deep in the
wilderness of the Rockies, a solitary craftsman, Grady Adams, and his magnificent Irish wolfhound Merlin
step from shadow into light…and into an encounter with enchantment. That night, through the trees, under
the moon, a pair of singular animals will watch Grady's isolated home, waiting to make their approach. A
few miles away, Camillia Rivers, a local veterinarian, begins to unravel the threads of a puzzle that will
bring all the forces of a government in peril to her door. At a nearby farm, long-estranged identical twins
come together to begin a descent into darkness…In Las Vegas, a specialist in chaos theory probes the
boundaries of the unknowable…On a Seattle golf course, two men make matter-of-fact arrangements for
murder…Along a highway by the sea, a vagrant scarred by the past begins a trek toward his destiny… In a
novel that is at once wholly of our time and timeless, fearless and funny, Dean Koontz takes readers into the
moment between one turn of the world and the next, across the border between knowing and mystery. It is
a journey that will leave all who take it Breathless. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Dean
Koontz's The City.
Odd Apocalypse - Dean Koontz 2012-07-31
“Koontz gives [Odd Thomas] wit, good humor, a familiarity with the dark side of humanity—and moral
outrage.”—USA Today Once presided over by a Roaring ’20s Hollywood mogul, the magnificent West Coast
estate known as Roseland now harbors a reclusive billionaire financier and his faithful servants—and their
guests: Odd Thomas, the young fry cook who sees the dead and tries to help them, and Annamaria, his
inscrutably charming traveling companion. Fresh from a harrowing clash with lethal adversaries, they
welcome their host’s hospitality. But Odd’s extraordinary eye for the uncanny detects disturbing secrets
that could make Roseland more hell than haven. Soon enough the house serves up a taste of its terrors, as
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Odd begins to unravel the darkest mystery of his curious career. What consequences await those who
confront evil at its most profound? Odd only knows. “Odd Thomas is the greatest character Dean Koontz
has ever created. He’s funny, humble, immensely likable, courageous, and just a joy to read
about.”—Seattle Post-Intelligencer “[Odd Thomas is] one of the most remarkable and appealing characters
in current fiction.”—The Virginian-Pilot “Supernatural thrills with a side of laughs.”—The Denver Post
The Dead Town (Dean Koontz’s Frankenstein, Book 5) - Dean Koontz 2011-06-23
The cataclysmic conclusion to Koontz’s brilliant reworking of the classic tale.
Road Rage - Stephen King 2012-08-22
Acclaimed novelist/Eisner-winning graphic novelist Joe Hill collaborated with his father, Stephen King, in
Throttle, for the first time on a tale that paid tribute to Richard Matheson's classic tale, Duel. Now, IDW is
proud to present comic-book tellings of both stories in Road Rage. Adapted by Chris Ryall with art by
Nelson Daniel and Rafa Garres.
The Key to Midnight - Dean Ray Koontz 2012-12-31
"American Joanna Rand arrived in Japan nearly twelve years ago to become a singer in a nightclub. In all
that time, she has never been able to escape the strange dream that haunts her night after night. She feels
violated, used--and terrified each time she awakens. Alex Hunter knows Joanna is not who she thinks she is.
He has seen her before--in photographs of a senator's daughter who disappeared twelve years ago. And
there is only one way to unlock the dark secrets of her soul... "-Dean Koontz's Frankenstein - Dean Ray Koontz 2010
City of night - Not even Victor Helios -- once Frankenstein -- can stop the engineered killers he's set loose
on a reign of terror through modern-day New Orleans. Now the only hope rests in a one-time "monster" and
his all-too-human partners, Detectives Carson O'Connor and Michael Maddison.
Dean Koontz's Frankenstein - Dean R. Koontz 2010-12-28
In Frankenstein: Lost Souls, Dean Koontz puts a singular twist on this classic tale of ambition and science
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gone wrong, to forge a new legend uniquely suited to our times. It is a story of revenge, redemption, and
the thin line that separates human from inhuman. The work of creation has begun again. Victor Leben, once
Frankenstein, has seen the future ? and he?s ready to populate it. Using stem cells, ?organic? silicon
circuitry, and nanotechnology, he will engender a race of superhumans ? the perfect melding of flesh and
machine. With a powerful, enigmatic backer and a secret location where the enemies of progress can?t find
him, Victor is certain that this time nothing can stop him. It is up to five people to prove him wrong. In their
hands rests nothing less than the survival of humanity itself. They are drawn together in different ways, by
omens sinister and wondrous, to the same shattering conclusion: Two years after they saw him die, the man
they knew as Victor Helios lives on. As they gather at a small Montana town, old alliances will be renewed
and tested, from within and without, for the dangers they face will eclipse any they have yet encountered.
Yet in the midst of their peril, love will blossom, and joy, and they will discover sources of strength and
perseverance they have not imagined. They will need them, for a monumental battle is about to commence
that will require all their ingenuity and courage, as it defines what we are to be . . . and if we are to be at
all.
Demon Seed - Dean Ray Koontz 1997
A computer with human-like qualities of artificial intelligence develops criminal obsessions and takes over
the completely automated home of Susan Harris
Odd Hours - Dean Koontz 2009-04-28
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Only a handful of fictional characters are recognized by first name
alone. Dean Koontz’s Odd Thomas is one such literary hero, who has come alive in readers’ imaginations as
he explores the greatest mysteries of this world and the next with his inimitable wit, heart, and quiet
gallantry. Now Koontz follows Odd as he is drawn onward, to a destiny he cannot imagine. Haunted by
dreams of an all-encompassing red tide, Odd is pulled inexorably to the sea, to a small California coastal
town where nothing is as it seems.
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